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• Displays 
Intent 

 
Within our computing and online safety curriculum we want learners to be confident, safe and responsible users of technology. We want to prepare our 
pupils for the ever-changing world of technology and prepare them for a future which is in a technology-based world. We will do this by equipping the 
children with skills for using technology and knowledge on how technology works by ensuring that every year their learning builds on prior knowledge. We 
want pupils who are confident creators of technology therefore we have built the curriculum to encompasses four main blocks of learning which are built 
upon. We want to ensure that our pupils are positive users of technology and are able to make informed choices which we aim to achieve by ensuring that 
we combine teaching computing and online safety at every possible moment. As a staff, we are determined to ensure that technology is not taught as a 
stand-alone lesson but instead understand how it underpins all areas of learning and should be embedded into all curriculum areas regularly so that children 
have the opportunity to practise the skills and knowledge that they have learnt. We provide opportunities to extend children’s learning further by ensure 
that there are open-ended activities and opportunities to apply the skills learnt regularly.  
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Curriculum Overview 
The computing curriculum is split into four strands. These strands are: 

• Communication and using technology 

• Simulation and modelling 

• Film and animation 

• Computing 
 
Within each strand, the first lesson is based around online safety. This online safety lesson is linked to the strand that is about to be taught. Online Safety is 
then drip fed into all other computing lessons as well as being covered during PSHE, assemblies and circle time discussions. 
 
 

Planning 
HLP  
The HLP for Computing and Online Safety can be found on the one drive;  
Badock’s Wood 2021-2022- HLP- Computing  
 

The HLP outlines the topics that need to be covered by each year group four times a year.  
 

MTP  
Each year group has a separate MTP document. The MTP will detail;  

• The title  

• The strand 

• The Online Safety topic  

• National Curriculum links 
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• Prior subject domain knowledge expected from the children  

• Composites and Components – colour coordinated by different types of knowledge 

• Online Safety and Computing vocabulary 

• Any additional online safety composites that needs to be covered in this strand 

• Subject links 

• Key questions/assessment questions 

• Key people/organisations/apps/websites 

• Real life links 

• Misconceptions  

• Scaffolding and support 

• Three ways to teach this strand – laptop, tablet or unplugged  

 

Badock’s Wood 2021-2022- MTP- Computing 
  

STP  
STP will be completed using Smart/PowerPoint and saved on the one drive. This planning should follow that of Purple Mash? Computing will be taught 
four times over the academic year. 
Badock’s Wood 2021-2022- Planning- Term ? – Computing 
 
 

Exercise Book Expectations 

All work completed for computing should be saved onto the children’s individual Purple Mash accounts.  
All work for online safety should be completed on paper/in the curriculum books or displayed.   
 

Lesson Structure 
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All computing lessons will begin with a retrieval activity, followed by exploring the relevant vocabulary for the lesson. The lesson will then follow a I do, we do, you do 

approach. During the lesson, staff will remind the children of all technology rules and expectations (only use apps that they have been asked to use etc). During the lesson, 

the teacher will constantly assess learning and identify any misconceptions that arise.  

 

 

Assessment 
Retrieval 

Retrieval practise is at the start of every lesson. An important purpose of this is to ensure pupils retain key knowledge long-term. Regular use of targeted 
questioning/responses is used for formative assessment during lessons. Exit questions are used and feed into reteaching sessions, assess the lessons core 
knowledge and are used to evaluate pupils learning. They support staff to plan subsequent reteach actions if needed.  
 

Pupil Voice 

Teachers, subject leaders and senior leaders will collect pupil voice through pupil conferencing four times an academic year to assess how well the pupils have 
learnt the curriculum. This is a great opportunity for pupils to show what they know.  

 

Display 
 

The Online Safety display should reflect current issues/hot topics of discussion around online safety. This should be regularly updated by the Online Safety 
coordinator.   

 


